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Epreuve du 2ème groupe

ANSWER KEY
I. READING COMPREHENSION
(8 pts)
A. Fill in the table with information about victims of teenage pregnancy :
Victims’ names
1.Jobenta Kyassiimr
2.Kate Tumuhimbes
3.Beatrice Niwabim

(1.5 pt)

Age at pregnancy
17
14
16

B. Say if the following statements are true or false. Justify your answer by quoting the
text
(3 pts)
4 True: ..boyfriend fled after he found out she was expecting
5. False: ..Godias, mercifully is not HIV positive
6.False: she will be injected with a contraceptive implant…That will protect her from the risk of
another unwanted pregnancy for the next three years

C. Fill in the table below by putting the appropriate percentage in front of each word
group
(2 pt)
Percentages
7. ……3 %………….
8. …25 %……………
9. ……50 %…………
10. ……10 %…………

Word Groups
Uganda’s yearly population growth rate
Teenage mothers in Uganda
Teenage mothers in Joventa’s area
Under 15 pregnancies

D. Referencing
What do the following words refer to ?
11. We (line 4) :Sarah Morrison/Journalist
implant
13. me (36) : Sarah Morrison/Journalist

(1.5 pt)
12.

That

(line

16)

:

Contraceptive

II. COMMUNICATIVE COMPETENCE
(6 pts)
E. Put the words in parentheses in the appropriate form

(1.5 pts)

Fari was 14. made pregnant ; many 15. african countries ; to 16.raise awareness
among.boys and mostly girls to the dangers of having a baby at a very young age.
F. Situation :.(suggested)
Head : 17.Good morning! Tell me about yourself, Fari
Fari : My name is Fary. I am 15. I live in Pikine. I am a middle school.student.
Head : 18.Are you married?
Fari :No, I am single and three weeks pregnant, I am hopeless!
Head : Don’t worry. We’ll take care of you.
Fari : 19.How are you going to help me? What am I supposed to do?

(2.5 pts)
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Head : First of all we are going to give you free lodging. The next step will be to contact
your family. I will write a letter to inform your family and we’ll pay them a visit to find a
solution.
G. Fari is in troube : Any meaningful, correct and coherent answer is accepted. (2 pts)
20. Fari, you should talk to your aunt Mary/aclose relative
21. Fari, you have to look for social assistance
22. Fari, I wish you would seek medical advice
23. Fari, you are going through very difficult times but you mustn’t lose hope
WRITING
(6pts)
Content : 2
Language : 2
Coherence :2
(letter writing format should be taken into account in topic 1)

